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Abstract. The sensitivity of the formation of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) to the estimated vapour pressures of the
condensable oxidation products is explored. A highly detailed reaction scheme was generated for α-pinene photooxidation using the Generator for Explicit Chemistry and Kinetics of Organics in the Atmosphere (GECKO-A). Vapour
pressures (P vap ) were estimated with three commonly used
structure activity relationships. The values of P vap were
compared for the set of secondary species generated by
GECKO-A to describe α-pinene oxidation. Discrepancies in
the predicted vapour pressures were found to increase with
the number of functional groups borne by the species. For
semi-volatile organic compounds (i.e. organic species of interest for SOA formation), differences in the predicted P vap
range between a factor of 5 to 200 on average. The simulated
SOA concentrations were compared to SOA observations in
the Caltech chamber during three experiments performed under a range of NOx conditions. While the model captures the
qualitative features of SOA formation for the chamber experiments, SOA concentrations are systematically overestimated. For the conditions simulated, the modelled SOA speciation appears to be rather insensitive to the P vap estimation
method.
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1

Introduction

Secondary organic aerosols have a substantial impact on
human health, visibility and climate (e.g. Hallquist et al.,
2009). The environmental impacts of SOA depend on their
physico-chemical properties and therefore their composition
(e.g. Fuzzi et al., 2006). SOA are formed by condensation
of gaseous secondary organics produced during Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) oxidation. The gas/particle partitioning of each organic follows an absorption process (e.g.
Pankow, 1994) that can be described by:
vap

Pi = xi γi Pi

(1)

where Pi is the partial pressure of the species i, xi its mole
fraction in the condensed phase, γi its activity coefficient
vap
and Pi its saturation vapour pressure (atm). At thermodynamic equilibrium, the condensed fraction of the total
amount of compound i in the air, ξiaer , can be expressed as
(e.g. Donahue et al., 2009):
ξiaer =

Ni,aer
1
=
vap
Ni,aer + Ni,gas 1 + Maer γi Pi × 106
Caer RT

(2)

where Ni,gas and Ni,aer are the number concentration
(molecule cm−3 of air) of species i in the gas and aerosol
phase, respectively, Maer is the mean organic molar mass in
the aerosol (g mol−1 ), Caer the total organic aerosol mass
concentration (µg m−3 of air), R the ideal gas constant
(atm m3 K−1 mol−1 ) and T the temperature (K). Figure 1
shows the variation of ξiaer as a function of the saturation
vapour pressure of a given species under typical atmospheric
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Fig. 1. Fraction ξiaer in the aerosol phase at thermodynamic equilibrium as a function of the saturation vapour pressure of the species
considered and for typical atmospheric aerosol concentrations. The
calculation is performed assuming an ideal mixture in the condensed phase and mean molar mass of 200 g mol−1 . Shaded area
represents the vapour pressure range where significant partitioning
of the species may occur under atmospheric conditions at equilibrium.

aerosol concentrations. The volatility of organic compounds
can be divided into 3 categories (see Fig. 1):
– species having a vapour pressure below 10−13 atm.
These species will be mostly in the aerosol phase (ξiaer >
0.99) even for a low aerosol concentration (0.1 µg m−3 ).
This category can therefore be qualified as non-volatile
under atmospheric conditions.
– species having a vapour pressure above 10−5 atm.
These species will be mostly in the gas phase
(ξiaer < 0.01) even for a high aerosol concentration
(100 µg m−3 ). This category can therefore be considered as volatile under atmospheric conditions.
– species having a vapour pressure ranging between
10−13 and 10−5 atm. These species are expected to be
present in both phases depending on the aerosol load.
This category can be qualified as semi-volatile under atmospheric conditions.
A large number of secondary species are formed during VOC
oxidation (e.g. Aumont et al., 2005; Goldstein and Galbally,
2007; Kroll et al., 2011). A detailed model describing SOA
formation needs vapour pressure data for each secondary organic species produced during gas-phase oxidation. Explicit
P vap data needed to represent the gas/particle partitioning
for the myriad of secondary species are generally not available. Structure Activity Relationships (SAR) are therefore
used to estimate P vap in SOA formation models (e.g. Camredon et al., 2007, 2010; Capouet et al., 2008; Xia et al.,
2008). Several SAR devoted to the estimation of P vap are
available in the literature (Capouet and Müller, 2006; Myrdal
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 6895–6910, 2011

and Yalkowsky, 1997; Moller et al., 2008; Nannoolal et al.,
2008; Pankow and Asher, 2008). The differences in the P vap
estimated by available SAR can reach orders of magnitudes
for species in the P vap range of 10−13 and 10−5 atm (e.g.
Camredon and Aumont, 2006; Clegg et al., 2008; Compernolle et al., 2010; Booth et al., 2011). The objective of this
study is to evaluate the sensitivity of predicted SOA formation to P vap estimates.
Three vapour pressure estimation methods were tested
in this study: the Myrdal and Yalkowsky (1997) method
(referred hereafter as JR/MY), the Nannoolal et al. (2008)
method (hereafter NAN/NAN) and the SIMPOL-1 method
from Pankow and Asher (2008) (hereafter SIM). The JR/MY
method is developed on the basis of the Clausius-Clapeyron
equation. Vapour pressure is estimated as a function of the
temperature through a relatively simple formula, involving
the boiling point (Tb ) and structural properties (the effective torsional bond number and the hydrogen bond number).
The Joback group contribution method (Joback and Reid,
1987) was used to estimate Tb . This method involves 29
group contributions. The JR/MY method was implemented
as described by Myrdal and Yalkowsky (1997) for P vap and
Joback and Reid (1987) for Tb with the group contributions
for -OOH, C(=O)OONO2 and -ONO2 specified in Camredon
and Aumont (2006). The NAN/NAN method is also based
on the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. The method estimates
P vap as a function of Tb and 212 group contributions and
interaction corrections. Boiling points were estimated using the Nannoolal method (Nannoolal et al., 2004) which involves the same type of groups. The NAN/NAN method was
implemented as described by Nannoolal et al. (2004, 2008)
with group contribution values for -OOH, C(=O)OOH and
C(=O)OONO2 taken from Compernolle et al. (2010). The
SIM method is an empirical method specifically developed
for the purpose of simulating SOA formation (Pankow and
Asher, 2008). It is very simple to use as it provides P vap
directly from 30 group contributions.
Recent studies have assessed SAR reliability against experimental data for species of interest in SOA formation.
The JR/MY method was shown to provide good estimates
of P vap for a set of organic species of interest for SOA formation (Camredon and Aumont, 2006). Barley and McFiggans (2010) have compared JR/MY estimates with a different experimental database showing that the JR/MY method
underestimates P vap , mainly because of Tb overestimation.
Barley and McFiggans (2010) have identified the NAN/NAN
method as the more reliable one to estimate P vap for the purpose of SOA formation. Nevertheless, Booth et al. (2010,
2011) have compared various methods for acids and diacids
and showed that NAN/NAN does not always give the best
results. However, very few experimental data are available
for species having a vapour pressure below 10−8 atm. The
reliability of the SAR remains thus difficult to assess for the
semi-volatile organic compounds of interest in the context of
SOA formation.
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/6895/2011/
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The influence of P vap estimation method on SOA formation was simulated for SOA formed during α-pinene photooxidation under various NOx levels. The three P vap SAR
were implemented in a detailed model for SOA formation.
The chemical schemes were generated using the Generator
for Explicit Chemistry and Kinetics of Organics in the Atmosphere (GECKO-A) (Aumont et al., 2005; Camredon et al.,
2007). Observations from the California Institute of Technology (Caltech) laboratory chamber (Ng et al., 2007) were
selected to test the sensitivity of the simulated SOA mass
concentration and speciation to P vap estimates. Modelling
tools are described in Sect. 2. The vapour pressures estimated
with the three SAR adopted for this study are presented in
Sect. 3 for secondary products generated by GECKO-A during α-pinene oxidation. Section 4 is devoted to sensitivity
tests of P vap estimation methods for SOA formation and the
comparison of the modelling results with observations in the
laboratory chamber. Finally, the simulated results are used
to explore the influence of NOx on gaseous and condensed
organic properties in Sect. 5.

2

Modelling tools

2.1 α-pinene gaseous oxidation schemes
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Table 1. Criteria used in the reduction protocol using surrogate
species for position isomer (see text).
Criteria
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

# of CH3 groups
# of CH2 groups
# of CH groups
# of C groups
# of primary nodes (ending position)a
# of secondary nodesa
# of tertiary nodes (branching position)a
# of quaternary nodes (2 branching)a
# of conjugated carbonyls (-CO-CO- structures)
# of functional groups in 1–2 position
# of functional groups in 1–3 position
# of functional groups in 1–4 position
# of conjugated carbonyls at a terminal end of the chain
# of -CH2 CH3 groups
# of -CH2 CH2 CH3 groups
# of -CH2 CH2 CH2 CH3 groups
# of -CO-CHO groups
# of -CO-CO(OONO2 ) groups
# of -CO-CO(OH) groups
# of -CO-CO(OOH) groups

a Primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary nodes are carbon atoms bound to 1, 2, 3

or 4 other carbon atoms of the skeleton, respectively.

Compounds of interest for SOA formation are multifunctional species formed during the progressive gaseous oxidation of organic matter. The description of the formation
of semi-volatile compounds and their partitioning between
phases requires the use of explicit chemical mechanisms.
Fully explicit chemical schemes that involve a large number of secondary species far exceed the size of chemical
schemes that can be written manually for long chain alkanes (C>6). The detailed α-pinene oxidation scheme was
generated using the GECKO-A computer program (Aumont
et al., 2005; Camredon et al., 2007). GECKO-A generates
chemical schemes according to a prescribed protocol (Aumont et al., 2005), assigning reaction pathways and kinetics
data, on the basis of experimental data and structure activity
relationships.
The number of species needed to describe explicitly the
oxidation of a precursor increases exponentially with the size
of its carbon skeleton (Aumont et al., 2005). GECKO-A generates an explicit oxidation chemical scheme of about 1 million species for octene (Camredon et al., 2007), close to current computational limits. Fully explicit chemical schemes
generated with GECKO-A are limited to precursors with
up to 8 carbon atoms. We therefore implemented a reduction protocol in GECKO-A to allow generation of oxidation
schemes for C>8 hydrocarbons. The reduction protocol was
designed to keep the oxidation schemes as detailed as possible, without losing the chemical information that determines
organic species properties such as the reactivity or the volatility. The reduction protocol includes:
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/6895/2011/

– the elimination of non-volatile species from the gaseous
chemical schemes. As discussed previously, a species
can be considered as non-volatile under atmospheric
conditions if its vapour pressure is below 10−13 atm.
The species is almost non-existent in the gaseous phase
and its gas phase oxidation should not be significant.
Gas-phase chemistry was thus not generated for species
having a vapour pressure below 10−13 atm.
– the substitution of species by isomers. The number
of isomers increases exponentially with the size of the
molecule (e.g. Goldstein and Galbally, 2007). This
method is then expected to be more effective when the
carbon chain is long. The reduction protocol was constrained to allow the substitution of one species by another only if the two molecules are position isomers, i.e.
the two molecules differ only by the position of functional groups on the carbon skeleton. Substitution is
not allowed for species bearing a C=C bond. In addition, isomer substitutions were restricted according to
the maximum production yields of secondary species.
No substitution is allowed if the production yield of a
species is greater than 5 × 10−3 . Species having a production yield ranging from 5×10−3 to 1×10−3 are substituted in the scheme if both the species and its surrogate match exactly the 20 criteria listed in Table 1. For
species having a production yield lower than 1 × 10−3 ,
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 6895–6910, 2011
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Fig. 2. First oxidation steps of the α-pinene oxidation by OH as represented in GECKO-A. Framed compounds represent stable species.

the criteria listed in Table 1 are used to discriminate
among various possible position isomers. The program
scrolls down the list of the 20 criteria until one isomer
remains. If more than one isomer remains at the end of
the process, the one with the highest yield is kept as surrogate. These threshold values for the production yields
were optimised to achieve the best compromise between
accuracy and size of the chemical scheme. Comparisons performed with the explicit and reduced chemical
schemes have shown that these reductions have a negligible influence on simulated ozone, gaseous and condensed secondary compound speciation, and SOA mass.
In this study, specific constraints were placed on the first oxidation pathways for the generated α-pinene chemical scheme
by using branching ratios of the first OH-initiated chemical
pathways of α-pinene, as theoretically calculated by Peeters
et al. (2001). In addition, reactions specific to α-pinene
chemistry, such as the breaking of the four-membered ring of
the α-hydroxy alkyl radical formed after OH addition, have
been identified in the literature. As there is not enough evidence to generalize this pathway to other species, this reaction was not implemented in the GECKO-A protocol but
manually added to the mechanism (see Fig. 2). Peeters et
al. (2001) proposed from theoretical studies that this reaction
competes with the usual peroxy radical pathways. BranchAtmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 6895–6910, 2011

ing ratios for these reaction pathways were set to 50:50
in GECKO-A based on the recommendation by Peeters et
al. (2001).
Figures 2 and 3 show reaction pathways included in
GECKO-A for the α-pinene + OH and α-pinene + O3 reactions up to the formation of the first-generation stable products. GECKO-A also provides vapour pressures for every
species included in the chemical scheme. The α-pinene oxidation scheme generated with GECKO-A was then interfaced with the JR/MY, SIM and NAN/NAN vapour pressure
estimates. As the reduction protocol depends on vapour pressure, the size of the generated chemical scheme differs according to the SAR used (see Sect. 3). For α-pinene oxidation, the generated scheme includes 2.05 × 105 , 3.98 × 105
and 5.30 × 105 species using JR/MY, NAN/NAN and SIM,
respectively.
2.2

The box-model for SOA formation

The detailed α-pinene chemical scheme was implemented in
a box-model. Time integration of chemical schemes is solved
using the two-step solver (Verwer et al., 1994, 1996). The
gas/particle partitioning of organics was implemented as described by Camredon et al. (2007), solving Eq. (1) with the
assumption of ideality (γi = 1). Thermodynamic equilibrium
is forced at each time step of 1 min and solved by the iterative
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/6895/2011/
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Fig. 4. Scatter plot of P vap estimated by JR/MY, NAN/NAN and SIM for the secondary species generated during α-pinene oxidation. Shaded
areas define the semi-volatile domain of particular interest for atmospheric applications (10−13 and 10−5 atm).

method described by Pankow (1994). No reactions are assumed to be occurring in the condensed phase.

3

Comparison of vapour pressure estimates

Vapour pressures estimated with JR/MY, NAN/NAN and
SIM were compared for the set of secondary species generated by GECKO-A to describe α-pinene oxidation, i.e. for
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/6895/2011/

about 1.2 × 105 stable species. Figure 4 presents the scatter
plots for the P vap computed at 298 K with the three estimation methods. Differences in the predicted values were examined for various subsets of species. Two categories of subsets were defined according to: (1) the number of functional
groups (i.e. monofunctional, difunctional, trifunctional and
multifunctional species) and (2) the volatility (i.e. volatile,
semi-volatile and non-volatile species). Table 2 lists the

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 6895–6910, 2011
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Table 2. Mean average differences (MAD) and mean differences (MD) between JR/MY–SIM, JR/MY-NAN/NAN, SIM-NAN/NAN, for
(1) mono-functional, di-functional, tri-functional and multifunctional species and (2) for non volatile, semi-volatile and volatile species.
1 functional
group

2 functional
groups

3 functional
groups

>3 functional
groups

Non volatile

Semi volatile

Volatile

n

108

1179

6838

107 041

57 772

56 360

1034

MADJR/MY-SIM
MDJR/MY-SIM

0.47
0.12

0.67
−0.26

1.27
−1.14

3.6
−3.59

4.53
−4.53

2.36
−2.31

0.55
0.12

MADJR/MY-NAN/NAN
MDJR/MY-NAN/NAN

0.44
−0.33

0.84
−0.7

1.31
−1.23

2.23
−2.2

2.49
−2.36

1.95
−1.91

0.58
−0.43

MADSIM-NAN/NAN
MDSIM-NAN/NAN

0.48
−0.45

0.59
−0.44

0.57
−0.09

1.52
1.39

2.17
2.16

0.73
0.42

0.61
−0.55

number of species in each subset. The number of species
increases exponentially with the number of groups as expected from the growth of possible structural isomers (e.g.
Aumont et al., 2005; Goldstein and Galbally, 2007; Kroll et
al., 2011). The mean difference (MD) and the mean absolute
difference (MAD) between the estimated values were calculated for each subset:
1X
vap
vap
log10 Py,i − log10 Px,i
MADy−x =
(3)
n i
MDy−x =


1X
vap
vap
log10 Py,i − log10 Px,i
n i

(4)
4 P vap sensitivity of SOA formation
vap
Px,i

where n is the number of species in the subset and
vap
and Py,i are the vapour pressures estimated for the species
i with the x and y SAR, respectively. The MAD and MD
values are shown in Table 2 for the various x-y pairs of SAR.
The JR/MY method estimates lower P vap in comparison to
NAN/NAN and SIM as already highlighted by previous studies (e.g. Barley and McFiggans, 2010; Compernolle et al.,
2010). Discrepancies in the predicted vapour pressures increase with the number of functional groups borne by the
species (see Table 2). Agreement is typically within a factor of 3 for mono-functional species and 5 for di-functional
species but reaches a factor of 30 (SIM vs. NAN/NAN) to
4000 (JR/MY vs. SIM) for species bearing at least 4 functional groups.
As expected from this result, differences in the predicted
values increase as vapour pressure decreases (see Fig. 4).
For the subset of volatile species, the estimated P vap values
typically agree within a factor of 4 (see Table 2). For the
non-volatile species, the differences in P vap range from 2 orders of magnitude (SIM vs. NAN/NAN) to almost 5 orders
of magnitude (JR/MY vs. SIM). Note however that for atmospheric applications, this strong disagreement should not
be a major issue as long as the various methods predict that
a given species is non-volatile (i.e. with a vapour pressure
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 6895–6910, 2011

below 10−13 atm). Models of the formation of SOA are expected to be especially sensitive to the vapour pressure assigned to the semi-volatile subset of species (see Fig. 1) due
to representation of the phase partitioning. For this subset of
species, the differences in P vap reach a factor of 5 between
the NAN/NAN and SIM estimates, a factor of 90 between
the JR/MY and NAN/NAN estimates and a factor of 200 between the SIM and JR/MY estimates (see Table 2). The large
discrepancies between estimation methods for these semivolatile species are a likely source of uncertainty when used
in modelling studies devoted to SOA formation.

4.1

Simulation conditions

Simulated SOA formation was compared to SOA observations in the Caltech chamber during α-pinene oxidation.
Three experiments performed under various NOx concentrations were selected:
– a “low-NOx ” experiment, using H2 O2 photolysis to produce OH radicals.
– an “intermediate-NOx ” experiment, using H2 O2 photolysis to produce OH radicals with an initial NOx concentration of about 200 ppb.
– a “high-NOx ” experiment, using HONO photolysis to
produce OH radicals with an initial NOx concentration
of about 1 ppm.
Details of these experiments are given by Ng et al. (2007).
Experiments were performed at ambient temperature with
low relative humidity (∼5 %) using black light lamps. Inorganic seeds were introduced before the start of each experiment. Initial concentrations of the precursors are given
in Table 3. Temperature, relative humidity, O3 , NO, NO2
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/6895/2011/
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Table 3. Initial conditions used to simulate α-pinene oxidation experiments performed in the Caltech chamber.
Low-NOx experimenta

Intermediate-NOx experimentb

High-NOx experimentc

298 K
5.3 %
13.8 ppb
4 ppb

296 K
6.4 %
13.1 ppb

299 K
3.3 %
12.6 ppb

198 ppb

475 ppb
463 ppb

Measured parameters
Temperature
Relative humidity
[α-pinene]0
[O3 ]0
[NO]0
[NO2 ]0
Optimised parameters
[H2 O2 ]0
[HONO]0
[NOx ]0 background
NOx offgassing

4 ppm

10 ppm
400 ppb

0.66 ppb
1.5 ppt min−1
1.8 × 109 molec cm−3 s−1

OH unknown source
JNO2
JH2O2

2.4 × 10−1 min−1
1.7 × 10−4 min−1

2.4 × 10−1 min−1
1.7 × 10−4 min−1

2.4 × 10−1 min−1
1.7 × 10−4 min−1

a experiment 1, b experiment 3, c experiment 4 as described by Ng et al. (2007).

and SOA concentrations were monitored during each experiment. Experimental aerosols mass given below is wall loss
corrected.
Each experiment was simulated with the three distinct
chemical schemes generated using either JR/MY, NAN/NAN
or SIM to estimate P vap . Some key parameters required
to perform the simulation were not measured, e.g. the initial concentrations of OH precursors, photolysis constants
and chamber-specific parameters. These parameters were set
to achieve reasonable agreement between the simulated O3 ,
NO, and NO2 concentrations and the observations, especially
for the time profile of α-pinene removal. The optimised parameters are given in Table 3.
The photolysis frequencies were inferred using the low
NOx experiment. In this experiment, the initial concentrations are such that the dominant OH source is the H2 O2 photolysis while the major OH sink is its reaction with H2 O2 .
The OH steady state concentration Css
OH is then given by:
Css
OH ≈ 2JH2O2 /k

(5)

where JH2O2 is the H2 O2 photolysis frequency and k the rate
constant for the H2 O2 + OH reaction. Css
OH can be calculated from the measured α-pinene decay, leading to JH2O2 =
1.7 × 10−4 min−1 for the conditions of the experiment. All
the photolysis rates were then computed using a typical black
light spectral distribution weighted to yield this JH2O2 value.
The obtained JNO2 is 0.24 min−1 , which is in good agreement
with the 0.26 min−1 value measured by Ng et al. (2007).
These computed photolysis frequencies were used for the
simulations of the three experiments.
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/6895/2011/

Observed and simulated evolution of gaseous compounds
(α-pinene, O3 , NO and NO2 ) are compared in Fig. S1 (supplementary material). In the low-NOx experiment, production of O3 is observed. Although NOx levels were under
the limit of detection of the instruments, this ozone production gives evidence for the presence of NO2 in the chamber. An initial NOx concentration was assumed as well as
a source of NOx offgassing from the chamber wall (see Table 3). The temporal evolution of α-pinene and O3 are well
represented by the model (see Fig. S1). The precursor is
oxidized in 7 h and a maximum O3 concentration of about
30 ppb is reached. In this system, α-pinene is simulated to
be oxidized ∼87 % by OH. In the intermediate NOx experiment, the decay of α-pinene is also well simulated. α-pinene
is oxidized after half an hour, mainly by reaction with OH
(at 70 %). The concentration of O3 is well simulated during
the first 30 min. but overestimated thereafter. In the highNOx experiment, the decay of α-pinene is under-predicted,
strongly suggesting a missing OH source (see Fig. S2). Simulations were also performed using the Master Chemical
Mechanism (Saunders et al., 2003). Similar results are observed for the evolution of gaseous compounds (see Fig. S2).
The disagreement in the simulated α-pinene decay seems
therefore not specific to GECKO-A. The MCM has been
evaluated against several chamber experiments for gas phase
chemistry (Pinho et al., 2007) and the similar behaviour of
both schemes provides a mutual support for an additional
OH source in the high NOx experiment. An “unknown OH”
source of 1.8 × 109 molec cm−3 s−1 was thus added for the
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Fig. 5. Time evolution of SOA during α-pinene photo oxidation for (a) the low-, (b) intermediate- and (c) high-NOx experiments. Dots and
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simulated α-pinene removal to fit the observations, as shown
in Fig. S1. The model represents accurately the evolution of
α-pinene, NO and NO2 when this “unknown OH” source is
included. In this experiment, the formation of O3 and NO3
are negligible due to the high NO concentration. α-pinene is
thus oxidized exclusively by OH.
As expected, the gas-phase evolution is essentially independent of the distinct models used to estimate P vap . The
discrepancies in the simulated SOA mass with these various models are therefore directly linked to the sensitivity to
vapour pressures only.
4.2

Comparisons of simulated and observed SOA mass

Observed and simulated SOA mass are compared in Fig. 5.
In all experiments, SOA formation is observed as soon as
the experiment begins, i.e. when α-pinene starts to be oxidized. This behaviour is also simulated by the model.
For the low NOx experiment, SOA mass is measured to
reach a maximum value of 30 µg m−3 after 7 h. The SOA
mass is well simulated during the first 30 min followed by
an increasing overestimation for the three vapour pressure
schemes assessed in this study. At the end of the experiment, SOA mass simulated using JR/MY, NAN/NAN and
SIM reaches values of 82 µg m−3 , 70 µg m−3 and 66 µg m−3 ,
respectively. For this experiment, the simulated SOA mass
shows a relatively low sensitivity to P vap estimation method.
In the intermediate-NOx experiment, SOA accumulates during the first 2 h and reaches a maximum value of about
15 µg m−3 . The simulated SOA concentrations are overestimated from the beginning of the experiment. At the end
of the experiment, the simulated SOA concentrations using
JR/MY, NAN/NAN and SIM are 66 µg m−3 , 44 µg m−3 and
44 µg m−3 , respectively. The plateau observed after 2 h of
oxidation in SOA concentration is not captured by the models. The simulated SOA concentrations still show a significant increase after 3 h of oxidation. In this experiment,
the SOA mass simulated with the JR/MY method is overestimated in comparison to the NAN/NAN or SIM method.
In the high-NOx experiment, observed SOA concentration
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 6895–6910, 2011

levels off after 30 min at 5 µg m−3 . The simulated mass
concentrations are overestimated by the various schemes
from the beginning of the experiment. After one hour of
oxidation, SOA concentrations reach values of 28 µg m−3 ,
8 µg m−3 and 13 µg m−3 for the JR/MY, NAN/NAN and SIM
schemes, respectively. Simulated SOA concentrations for
this NOx experiment show the strongest sensitivity to the
method used to estimate P vap . The main contributors to the
simulated SOA mass have vapour pressure between 10−9 and
10−11 atm (see Table 4, S1 and S2). As shown in Fig. 1, such
species will mostly be found in the aerosol phase (ξiaer > 0.9)
when the aerosol load exceeds 10 µg m−3 (as in the low- and
intermediate-NOx experiment). The condensed fraction ξiaer
shows therefore a low sensitivity to P vap values and thus
P vap estimates. For conditions where the aerosol concentrations are lower (as in the high-NOx experiment), a greater
sensitivity of ξiaer to P vap values is observed (see Fig. 5).
For the high NOx experiment, the major contributors to SOA
have ξiaer around 0.3 to 0.9 (see Table S2). Note that for
atmospheric conditions, sensitivity to vapour pressure is expected to be higher than shown for the smog chambers experiments simulated here due to lower background aerosol
concentrations.
Figure 5 shows that while the explicit model captures the
qualitative features of SOA formation for these smog chamber experiments, simulated SOA concentrations are systematically overestimated. The model using JR/MY systematically produces the highest SOA yields. This scheme overestimates SOA concentrations by up to a factor of 4. The model
using SIM and NAN/NAN overestimates SOA concentration
to a lesser extent, up to a factor of 3. Based on these 3 experiments, NAN/NAN and SIM methods show the best agreement between observed and simulated SOA. Nevertheless,
the simulated SOA concentrations show unexpectedly low
sensitivity to the method used to estimate P vap , well below
the P vap variability shown in Sect. 3 for the semi-volatile organic species.
The systematic overestimation of the simulated SOA concentration suggests that processes are either misrepresented
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/6895/2011/
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Table 4. Top 10 species in SOA simulated with SIM in the low NOx experiment, with their rank and contribution to the total simulated SOA
mass. ξiaer is computed at the end of the experiment.
Table 4: Top 10 species in SOA simulated with SIM in the low NOx experiment, with their rank and contribution to the
total simulated SOA mass. ξiaer is computed at the end of the experiment.

or missing in GECKO-A. One hypothesis could be that
of NAN/MY underpredicted aerosol amounts considerably.
the various SAR underestimate P vap for the semi-volatile
These outcomes reinforce the assumption that the systematic
species. Such a bias is however difficult to confirm as very
overprediction of the simulated SOA concentration might be
few experimental data for the P vap range of interest are availdue to an underprediction of the estimated vapour pressure
able. We implemented the method combining Nannoolal
with 3 methods used in this study. Nevertheless, this hyboiling points with Myrdal and Yalkowsky vapour pressure
pothesis is not directly sustained by the O:C analysis (see
(hereafter NAN/MY method), known to provide high esti- 19 Sect. 5.2). Another hypothesis is that the oxidation protomates for P vap (Barley and McFiggans, 2010). The simucol currently implemented in GECKO-A leads to the formalated SOA concentration is given Fig. S5. The results show
tion of secondary compounds for which volatility is too low.
that the simulated SOA concentration is largely underestiIn particular, some chemical pathways leading to C-C bond
mated in the low- and intermediate- NOx experiment. In
breaking could be lacking or misrepresented in the protocol.
the high-NOx experiment, no SOA is simulated using these
The simulated major contributor to SOA mass is indeed C10
vapour pressures. These results are consistent with those respecies (see Sect. 4). Possible oxidation processes occurported by Compernolle et al. (2010), showing that the use
ring in the aerosol phase that lead to the fragmentation of
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Fig. 7. Comparisons of the ranks of the simulated top 100 organic
species between the various methods in the low-NOx experiments.

the carbon skeleton, i.e. to volatilization of the aerosol (e.g.
Molina et al., 2004; Kroll et al., 2009), are not currently
implemented in GECKO-A. A third possibility is that the
less volatile species are also removed on the chamber wall
(Matsunaga and Ziemann, 2010; Loza et al., 2010). Such
uptake of vapours would decrease the gas-phase amount of
SOA contributors, therefore lowering the predicted SOA and
bringing the model and the observations into closer agreement. In addition, we simulated SOA formation assuming a
gas/particle absorptive equilibrium into an ideal liquid phase.
Recent studies suggest that the partitioning could occur according to an adsorptive/resublimation process between the
gas and an amorphous solid phase (Virtanen et al., 2010;
Vaden et al., 2011; Cappa and Wilson, 2011). These new
insights could also be a possible explanation for the divergences observed between the experiments and the modelled
SOA.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 6895–6910, 2011

Simulated SOA composition

The simulated SOA composition was investigated at the
molecular scale for the three vapour pressure models tested
here. Table 4 reports the simulated top 10 species contributing to the total SOA mass with SIM P vap estimates for the
low-NOx experiment. Their contribution and ranking simulated with JR/MY and NAN/NAN are also reported. The
speciation of these top 10 species as well as their ranking are
very similar between SIM, NAN/NAN and JR/MY. The three
models predict the same top 4 species. Species are C10 compounds bearing mainly alcohol and hydroperoxide moieties,
as expected under low-NOx conditions. Figure 6 shows the
cumulative contribution of the top 10, 100 and 1000 species
to the simulated SOA mass for the three models. During the
first minutes of oxidation, the top 10 species represent almost the total simulated SOA mass. The complexity of the
SOA composition increases as oxidation proceeds, owing to
the contribution of the less volatile species produced in the
gas-phase from the oxidation of the first-generation species.
After 7 h of oxidation, about 100 species contribute significantly to the SOA mixture. The contribution of the next 1000
species increases slowly but remains low over the timescale
of the experiment. Their contribution might, however, be important at longer time scales.
The rankings provided by the three models for the top 100
SOA contributors are compared in Fig. 7. As already shown
in Table 4, the leading species are almost the same regardless of the method used to estimate P vap . Among the top 100
species, at least 83 are identical in the simulations using the
three P vap estimation methods. Discrepancies increase for
the species of lower ranking. As the contribution of those
species to the total SOA mass remain low for the conditions
simulated here, this does not significantly influence the simulated SOA concentration.
Similar trends were found for the intermediate- and highNOx experiments. Tables S.1 and S.2 in the supplementary
material show the simulated top 10 species for these experiments and Fig. S3 gives the cumulative contribution of the
top 10, 100 and 1000. As for the low-NOx experiment, the
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/6895/2011/
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SOA total mass is only made up of about one hundred species
in the high NOx experiment and about one thousand species
in the intermediate NOx experiment among the hundreds of
thousands included in the explicit chemical scheme. For the
conditions simulated here, SOA speciation therefore appears
to be rather insensitive to the P vap estimation method.
4.4

Simulated SOA structural properties

The structural properties of SOA components were investigated for the JR/MY, NAN/NAN and SIM models. Figure 8 shows the simulated distribution of condensed species
as a function of the number of carbon atoms and functional
groups borne by the molecules. Ratios given in Fig. 8 were
computed at the end of the low-, intermediate- and highNOx experiments. Condensed organic carbon is dominated
by species containing 10 carbon atoms, i.e. of the same size
as the precursor, α-pinene. In the low-NOx experiment, the
C10 species bear mainly 3 and 4 functional groups, respectively contributing to 53–62 % and 29–40 % of the condensed
organics, depending on the P vap estimation method. In the
high-NOx experiment, the C10 species contain mainly 4 functional groups, contributing from 51 to 64 % of the condensed
organics according to the method used to estimate P vap . In
all experiments, the JR/MY model calculates lower volatility and therefore promotes the condensation of more volatile
species, i.e. species with a shorter carbon skeleton or less
functionalised. For example, in the intermediate-NOx experiment, di-functionalised C10 species contribute 7 % of the
condensed phase with JR/MY, whereas none of these species
is a significant SOA contributor in the simulations performed
with SIM and NAN/NAN. This is a direct consequence of the
lower P vap estimations provided by JR/MY in comparison to
SIM and NAN/NAN (Sect. 3). The NAN/NAN model predicts a larger contribution for low volatility species, i.e. more
functionalised species. For example, in the high-NOx experiment, C10 species bearing 5 functional groups represent
12 % of SOA mass with NAN/NAN, but only 6 % with SIM
and 3 % with JR/MY. This result is a direct consequence of
the higher P vap estimates provided by NAN/NAN in comparwww.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/6895/2011/
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ison to SIM and JR/MY. In addition, species partition toward
the condensed phase to a lesser extent and will thus undergo
further gaseous oxidation, promoting the formation of these
highly functionalised species.
The distribution of the different organic moieties in the
aerosol phase is shown in Fig. 9 for the three models, at the
end of each experiment. Results are expressed as a ratio of
organic functional groups per carbon:
P k
ni × Ci
i
Rk/C = P C
(6)
ni × Ci
i

where Ci is the concentration of molecule i in the aerosol
phase and nki or nC
i are the number of functional groups
k and carbon atoms, respectively, in the molecule i. The
substitution
degree of the carbon in the condensed phase,
P
Rk/C , ranges between 0.32–0.35, 0.36–0.39, and 0.40–
k

0.44 for the low-, intermediate- and high-NOx experiments
respectively, depending on the P vap estimation method.
The carbon substitution degree and the O:C and N:C ratios are slightly lower for the MY model, compared to the
NAN/NAN and SIM. As discussed above, the JR/MY model
leads to the condensation of less oxidized species, which
explains the lower substitution degree. In the low-NOx experiment, dominant moieties are the hydroperoxide group
(RROOH/C = 0.15–0.17), the alcohol group (RROH/C = 0.10)
and the ketone group (R-CO-/C = 0.04–0.05). For the highNOx experiment, dominant moieties are the aldehyde and
ketone groups (R-CHO/C + R-CO-/C = 0.11–0.13), the alcohol group (RROH/C = 0.14–0.16) and the nitrate group
(RRONO2/C = 0.12–0.15). For the conditions simulated here,
the JR/MY, NAN/NAN and SIM models provide very similar
degrees of substitution of the carbon and functional groups.
5

Influence of NOx levels on gaseous and particulate
organic properties

NOx levels govern the distribution of organic species formed
during gaseous oxidation, and therefore SOA formation and
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 6895–6910, 2011
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speciation (Kroll and Seinfeld, 2008). Under low-NOx conditions, peroxy radicals (RO2 ) react with HO2 to form hydroperoxides, whereas under high NOx conditions, RO2 reacts with NO to form organics nitrates (e.g. Atkinson, 2000),
among other products. The presence of hydroperoxides under low NOx and nitrates under high NOx in gaseous and
condensed organic species has been detected experimentally
(e.g. Noziere et al., 1999; Reinnig et al., 2009; Rollins et al.,
2010) and simulated by models (e.g. Camredon et al., 2007).
The dependence of these organic moieties on NOx levels is
also highlighted in this modelling study (see Fig. 9). Moreover, NOx levels influence the number of carbon atoms and
functional groups of secondary organics by enhancing the
conversion of peroxy radicals into alkoxy radicals (RO). RO
undergoes three reaction types (e.g. Atkinson, 2000), which
lead either to functionalisation of the carbon skeleton (H-
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shift isomerisation or reaction with O2 ) or to its fragmentation (decomposition by β-scission).
The simulated distributions of O:C ratio in the particle and
gas phases can be determined as a function of P vap to examine the NOx influence on the fragmentation and functionalisation processes during oxidation (Jimenez et al., 2009).
Results are presented in Fig. 10 for the SIM model at the
end of each experiment for the low-, intermediate- and highNOx cases. Results obtained with the JR/MY and NAN/NAN
models were very similar and are not shown here. In the lowNOx experiment, SOA exhibit 2 peaks of concentrations (red
areas in Fig. 10a.1) at vapour pressure of 10−12 and 10−10
atm and at O:C ratios of 0.5–0.6 and 0.6–0.7, respectively.
These areas contain about 50 % of the simulated SOA mass
and correspond to the top 10 species presented in Sect. 4.
The major SOA contributors that have similar structures (see
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/6895/2011/
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Table 4) fall into the same area on the plot of O:C ratio vs.
P vap . Other SOA contributors account for less than 2 % each
to SOA mass (blue to green areas in Fig. 10a.1). The vapour
pressures of the species are distributed between 10−14 to
10−5 atm and the O:C ratios range from 0.2 to 1.2. The shape
of the distribution highlights the functionalisation of secondary species (Jimenez et al., 2009), i.e. reducing volatility and increasing oxidation degree of secondary organics.
A similar shape is observed in the gas phase. In the presence of NOx , the organic species distribution shows a different pattern. The gaseous distribution exhibits a wider spread
than in low-NOx conditions. Secondary organics reach a
O:C ratios of up to 2. The shape of the distribution comes
from a combination of functionalisation and fragmentation
reactions mostly controlled by the reactions of alkoxy radicals. No particle-phase reaction processes are currently implemented in the model. In the last few years, experimental
studies have shown the presence of polymerisation reactions
in the condensed phase (e.g. Kalberer et al., 2004; Heaton et
al., 2007). Accounting for polymerisation reactions would
likely produce high molecular mass compounds and shift the
distribution toward the lower volatility range.
The aerosol chemical composition was measured using
an Aerodyne Quadrupole Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (QAMS) for these experiments (Ng et al., 2007). The O:C ratio
has been estimated from the fraction of m/z 44 to total signal in the mass spectrum, using the correlation derived by
Aiken et al. (2008). The O:C values for these experiments
are about 0.3 (Ng et al., 2010). The O:C ratios simulated
with GECKO-A are 0.55 and 0.73 (on average) for the low
and high NOx experiments, respectively. Theses ratios are
twice those estimated from the measured m/z 44 fragment.
Recently, high resolution AMS data have become available
for α-pinene photooxidation experiments performed in the
Caltech chamber (Ng et al., 2011; Chhabra et al., 2011).
The O:C ratios have been calculated explicitly by elemental analysis. The O:C values are found to be about 0.34 for
a low NOx experiment and 0.42 and for a high NOx experiment, performed under similar conditions. Although these
ratios are in better agreement with the values simulated with
GECKO-A, the model still overestimates the O:C. This overestimation is consistent with the general overestimation of
the SOA yields simulated for these experiments. This supports the hypotheses raised in Sect. 4.2 about the possible
processes that may be misrepresented in GECKO-A with the
following exception. The likelihood of a P vap underestimation by the various methods is not directly supported by the
O:C ratio analysis. Indeed, increasing the vapour pressure
decreases the simulated SOA concentration (fewer species
condense) but shifts the O:C ratio to higher values (species
that ultimately condense are more functionalised). For example, the O:C ratio simulated for the low NOx experiment
using NAN/MY method (see Sect. 4.2) is 0.7. Thus, increasing the vapour pressure would not help to reconcile the differences between simulated and measured O:C values.
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/6895/2011/
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Conclusions

We present detailed simulations of SOA formation from αpinene photooxidation using GECKO-A with three P vap estimation methods: the Myrdal and Yalkowsky, Nannoolal
and SIMPOL methods. Comparisons of JR/MY, NAN/NAN
and SIM P vap estimates for the set of secondary species involved in the α-pinene oxidation scheme show large discrepancies. Differences in the predicted P vap of individual compounds increase with the number of functional groups on the
molecule and can reach 5 orders of magnitude for some of
the semi-volatile products of α-pinene oxidation. These discrepancies between vapour pressure estimation methods are
a source of uncertainty in explicit SOA modelling studies.
SOA mass is over-predicted when the model is applied to
simulate α-pinene photooxidation experiments over a range
of NOx levels carried out in the Caltech chamber. Observed
SOA mass is overestimated by the models, up to a factor of 4
using the JR/MY model and up to a factor of 3 using the SIM
and NAN/NAN models. The identity of the main SOA contributors and the mean structural properties (the number of
carbon atoms and functional groups borne by the molecules)
were investigated for the three models tested here. Despite
differences in estimates of P vap for individual compounds,
for the experimental conditions simulated in this study, the
speciation does not depend strongly on the P vap estimation
method.
While GECKO-A captures the qualitative features of the
α-pinene/SOA/NOx system, the systematic overestimation
of the simulated SOA mass suggests that some processes
may be misrepresented or not presently included in GECKOA. These include: (i) underestimation of P vap for the semivolatile species by the various SAR, (ii) formation of secondary compounds with overly low volatility in the oxidation protocol currently implemented in GECKO-A, (iii) uptake of gaseous semi-volatile organic species on the chamber
wall and (iv) the assumption of a gas/particle absorptive equilibrium into an ideal liquid phase instead of a gas/particle
adsorptive/resublimation process into an amorphous solid
phase. Future sensitivity studies will address these issues.
Supplementary material related to this
article is available online at:
http://www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/6895/2011/
acp-11-6895-2011-supplement.pdf.
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